LUNA STAR CAFE'S 20TH ANNIVERSARY
The café was established in May 1996 and opened it doors on August 26th 1996. This coming week
marks a milestone for the LUNA STAR CAFE. We have been bringing live music to the greater south
Florida area for 20 years. We hope you will join us this week for a glass a champagne to celebrate the 20
years.
The cafe is truly a labor of love above all else. It is a community all its own and everyone who is part of
this community is family. The cafe has seen people grow; we lost family and good friends, There have
been relationships and marriages that have come together and others that fell apart. Some folks stay
others go. The friendships that have been made here are golden.
It all happens in a small cafe in the middle of nowhere in the midst of nothing in a world all it own and
everyone that comes is part of the fiber that holds it together.
TUE AUG. 23rd 6 pm - 9 pm
OPEN JAM
Bring your axe. Very laid back - a great way to meet some of the Café’s performers & regulars in a very
low-pressure environment. Novices & pros are welcome to come on down & join the jam. Try out new
material or just participate in some sing-alongs.
WED AUG 24th 8pm
NIGHT BREEZE
Mike Curtis has been performing and teaching in South Florida for over thirty years. In addition to
performing throughout South Florida with Night Breeze Jazz, he performs regularly with the Jazzonian
Heritage Jazz Band and is the Band Director at Temple Beth Emet in Cooper City,
Earle Eidenire started playing saxophone when he was 12, and began learning jazz at the University of
Miami's Summer Music Camp in 1975. In 1977 Earle attended Florida State University and studied with
Patrick Meighan, and Bill Kennedy. Earle has performed with Bruce Saunders, Mike Gerber, Eddie
Daniels, Phil Sampson, Tim Mayer and many others
Ezo Hernandez former Warner Bros recording artist ,has been performing in the South Florida area for
over 35 years as a drummer, percussionist and singer/songwriter Ezo is currently performing with Night
Breeze Jazz and is the drummer for the Temple Beth Emet band
THUR. AUG 25th 8 PM
SARAH JACOB TRIO
Sarah Jacob views songwriting as a catalyst to navigate through emotions and give them voice. Aided
by her love for puns, double entendres and allusion, her songs transform the confusions and ambiguities
of inner experience into a "language of the emotions." Since 2012 Sarah, who composes on the piano,
has teamed up with Darrell Arnold, baritone vocalist and guitarist, and Fred Napolitano, saxophonist,
forming the Sarah Jacob Trio. The result--mixing hints of jazz, blues and folk into contemporary rockballads--is an original lyrical and musical blend. The trio combines a sense and sensibility that make for
beautiful songs, offering a psychological expedition of the inner world.
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FRIDAY AUG 26TH
BOX OF LIGHT
Box of Light is Nancy Wagner (vocals, guitar, mandolin), Robert Hach (vocals, guitar, harmonica) and
Jamie Pflug (vocals, stand-up bass). They play a mix of original songs and their own acoustic versions of
classics from the 60s and 70s folk-rock tradition. Featuring their distinctive two-and-three-part
harmonies, Box of Light plays music that makes you feel good and think well.
SAT AUG 27TH 8 PM
OPEN MIC
ONE OF SOUTH FLORIDA'S LONGEST RUNNING OPEN MICS
HOSTED BY ROBERT HACH Sign up: 7-9 pm (if you arrive after 9 pm we cannot guarantee a spot).
Performances begin at 8 pm. Check this page for any changes.
SUN AUG 28TH 7 PM
THE THREE JACKS
The Three Jacks are an amazing Irish/Celtic/Folk/Rock band" who play "the foot-stomping, whiskeydrinking, Miami-style Irish party music your Guinness dreams are made of." Their last album: “kicks and
bounces like a hurley swinger after a bucket of Jameson and more than a bit o' the bitter, without
sacrificing high art . . . to create stuff the Pogues . . . wish they'd written.” New Times.
The Three Jacks is the new name of Miami's own Celtic rockers, The Volunteers - one of America’s most
entertaining Celtic rock bands with well over fifteen years of packed-out shows at clubs, pubs and
auditoriums in the US and abroad.

